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Zusammenfassung
104 MEV ALPHA-TEILCHEN- UND 156 MEV 6LI-STREUUNG IM




Der Realteil des Optischen Potentials für elastische 104 MeV
a-Teilchen-Streuung und 156 MeV 6Li-Streuung an 40,48ca wurde
auf der Basis halbmikroskopischer Faltungsmodelle berechnet.
Die Gültigkeit und Zuverlässigkeit verschiedener Näherungen
wurde durch Vergleich der Modellvorhersagen mit experimentellen
Wirkungsquerschnitten untersucht, die mit hoher Winkelgenauig-
keit gemessen wurden. Es wird gezeigt, daß verbesserte Faltungs-
potentiale, die die Dichteabhängigkeit der effektiven Nukleon-
Nukleon-Wechselwirkung berücksichtigen, die a-Teilchen Streu-
querschnitte ohne jegliche Parameteranpassung gut beschreiben
können, auch für Streuwinkel weit oberhalb des Diffraktionsbe-
reichs. Bei der 6Li-streuung hingegen ist auch bei verfeinerter
Betrachtung - insbesondere des Uberlappungsgebietes zwischen
Target und Projektil - eine Renormalisierung der Tiefe des
mikroskopisch berechneten Potentials notwendig, um die experi-
mentellen Wirkungsquerschnitte angemessen zu beschreiben.
The real parts of the optical model potentials for 104 MeV alpha-
particle and 156 MeV 6Li ion scattering from 40,48ca are calcu-
lated in terms of folding model approaches. The validity of
different procedures is tested by comparing the predictions of
differential cross sectibnswith experimental data measured
with high angular accuracy. It is found that a refined folding
potential accounting for density dependence of an effective
nucleon-nucleon interaction is appropriate for alpha particle
scattering without any parameters adjustment. However, for 6Li




The optical model provides a general basis and powerful
means for describing the interaction of nuclear particles in-
volved in elastic scattering as weIl as in more complicated pro-
cesses. A wide class of analyses of experimental data aims
at a phenomenological determination of strengths, detailed
shapes and energy dependence of the three nuclear components
of the optical potential, the real central, imaginary and spin-orbit
potential, the last term arising from the coupling between the
spin and the orbital angular momentum of the incident particle.
For complex particle scattering, studies of this type are con-
cerned with the question of uniqueness of the potential shapes
extracted from the experimental observations, that means with
discrete and continuous ambiguities of the phenomenologically
determined parameter values and with some "model dependence"
due to the anticipated global forms used. Considering a particu-
lar case the question arises which radial parts of the potentials
are sensitively probed by the scattering data and weIl determined
by the measured differential cross sections covering a particular
angular range at a particular energy of the projectile. These
aspects have been discussed extensively in recent studies,
especially for a-particle scattering /1,2/, considering also
effects due to two-step processes like inelastic scattering,
stripping and pick-upreactions /3/.
In principle, however, one would liketo relate the optical
potential to the fundamental nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction,
in an approach systematically including many-body corrections.
Several such microscopic models have been worked out for nucleon-nucleus
scattering as weIl as for scattering of complex projectiles. The
essential ingredients of these approaches are the proton and
neutron density distributions of the interacting particles and
the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction in the medium of
the two nuclei. Important steps in this direction have been
Zum Druck eingereicht am 9.6.1978
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attempted by folding models, an approximation essentially based on
the first term of a multiple scattering expansion of the (real part
of) the optical potential.
There are basically two folding procedures. A single folding takes
an adequate (semiempirical) nucleon-nucleus-1 potential and folds
it into the density distribution of nucleus-2 /4,5/. A double-
folding starts with an effective nucleon-nucleon inte~action folded
into the density of both nuclei /6,7,8/. Some phenomenological
adjustments are usually necessary in order to obtain a satisfactory
description of the experimental data and to reproduce the strength
of the empirically determined real potential. Characteristically
the heavy ion scattering folding models in their simplest form over-
estimate the real potential in the vicinity of the strong absorption
radius /9/. Such an observation may put the question to what extent
we can trustthe folding models to reproduce even the shape of the
real potential or in which way we have to improve the approaches.
In addition to some possible over simplifications of the NN inter-
action used by the calculations the main effects which are expected
to modifiy substantially the calculated potential shapes are exchange
terms and antisyrnrnetrization/7,10/and the density dependence of
the nuclear interaction /12-15/. Of course, in so far we compare
with experimental observations probing only a restricted part of
the interaction potentials, the relative importance of such effects
depends on the particular cases considered. With increasing overlap
of the colliding particles the density dependence is expected to
be more dominant while exchange contributions have been shown to
be important in low energy scattering /16/.
In the present investigations we are concerned with these
questions for the specific cases of 104 MeV a-particle scat-
40 48 6. tt' E . t 1tering from ' Ca and 156 MeV Ll sca erlng. xperlmen a
studies of elastic scattering of intermediate energy a-par-
ticles /18,19/ have shown adefinite filling of the Fraunhofer
minima at large angles. That is interpreted to be due to refrac-
tion arising from the nuclear attraction. As discussed in
detail by GoldbeIg et al. /19/ this behaviour enables the
elimination of the discrete arnbiguities in the phenomenlogi-
cally determined optical potentials, thus providing a more
favourable situation for comparing phenomenologically derived
potentials with folding model results. Less is known about
the optical potentials for 6Li scattering at medium high energy
-]-
above 100 MeV. Possibly this case may be characterized by
a transitional behaviour /20/ where the refractive phenomena
are considerably reduced due to the increased absorption estab-
lishing diffractive interactions, even in backward angle scat-
tering as similarily observed for scattering of heavier ions
/21/. Additionally the role of spin-orbit interactions has
to be explored, which may be done either in purely phenomenolo-
gical manner or applying semi-microscopic procedures /22/.
A serious examination of whether a spin-orbit interaction is
evident from the 156 Mev- 6Li scattering data is not in the
scope of the present paper. But we add some calculations with
phenomenological or simple "microscopic" forms of a spin-orbit
term in order to get a feeling on the influence of such a term
and its possible feed-backs to the discussion of the central
part.
Throughout in this paper our conclusions on the relative
importance of the effects included into the refined folding
model procedures (given in sects. 3 and 4) will be based on
the comparison with the phenomenological potentials and mea-
sured elastic scattering cross sections. It will be shown that
in the energy range under consideration exchange effects are
of less importance, but not completely negligible. Taking into
account density dependence, however, is essential. An adequate
treatment (sec. 4) will be able to reproduce the phenomenolo-
gical potentials correctly without the need of substantial
renormalization of the microscopically calculated values. This
particular result will fit into a current discussion /9, 40, 41/
of the adequate form of the effective interaction in heavy-ion
folding models.
Finally, an important aspect of the presented analyses arises
from recent attempts to extract nuclear size information, particu-
larily from a-particle scattering measurements, via folding model
approaches /17/.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL
OPTICAL POTENTIALS
The experimental basis of our studies is provided by recent
experiments ofelastic scattering of 104 MeV a-particles from
40,48ca /23,24/ and of 156 MeV 6Li-ions from 40ca /25/.
As the angular distributions are affected by the phenomena
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considered only through very little shifts of the general diffrac-
tion pattern and other small variations (e.g. deepness of the
minima and steepness of the overall slope) precise and accurate
determinations of the angular distributions are a quite necessary
prerequisi te of any reasonable conclusions from comparison of
theory and experiment. For this,the differential cross sections
have been carefully measured with high angular accuracy up to
the angular region where the diffraction pattern is strongly
damped, in the case of 40,48ca (a,a) into the region of the
exponential fall-off (beyond the nuclear rainbow angle) of
o/ORuth. Fig. 1 presents the measured cross sections. Experi-
mental details are given elsewhere /24,25/.
The best way avoiding the constraint of phenomenological
parametrizations of the optical potentials would be an application/45/
of "model independent techniques" originally worked out for
electron scattering analyses. Such a technique has been recently
applied to the present 40,48Ca (a,a) data revealing lucidly
the uncertainties of each radial point of the potential distribu-
tion /23/. It turns out that the resulting distributions can be
fairly well parametrized by a squared Saxon-Woods form. In fact,
comprehensive investigations of elastic a-particle scattering
which cover a wide energy range and a representative number of
target nuclei /11/ have demonstrated that the squared Saxon-Woods
form-factors provide a more appropriate representation of the
shape of the a-particle scattering optical potentials rather
than the usual standard Saxon-Woods form. Our phenomenological
analysis follows the suggestions of such results and uses an
optical potential V + iW parametrized by
r-D
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The Coulomb potential has been generated by a uniformly charged




The parameter va lues have been adJ'usted by an automatie seareh
routi~e minimizing X2 per degree of freedom. The results are eom-
piled in tab. 1 and displayed in fig. 1. The real and imaginary
parts of the resulting a- 40ca and one of the 6L o 401- Ca potentials
are shown in flOg 2 Ob ° 1 f• . V10US Y sur aee absorption contributes
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Fig. 2: Shapes of the real and imaginary parts of the phenomeno-
10 ' 1 40 6L o 40glca a- Ca and 1- Ca potentials.
In 6Li scattering several equivalent potential families have
been found. Following eorresponding eonsiderations of the energy
denpendenee of a-particle seattering potential /5/ we estimate
[ 0 0 1 [ dV - JV(r=O) = 3 Vprot (r=O) + 3 VNeut (r=O). 1- dE(EN+E) ( 2 .2)
with V~rDt and V~eut the nucleon-target optieal potentials at zero
energy, EN representing the mean kinetie energy of a nucleon in the
6Li-ion and E = ELi/6. This relation favours the potential families
around V(r=O) ~ 180 MeV.
1 d o ° bOt t t' 1 U Us -r
1 ddfr(r) wl'th f(r)Inc u lng a spln-or 1 po en la SO =
similar to the central form faetor does not vary the results signi-
fieantly.
Table 1. Phenomenological optical potentials: Parameter values of the best fit.
U D ·A- 1/ 3 d < 2>1/2 J N W
D ·A- 1/ 3 d 2
NS
D ·A- 1/ 3 d 3 X
2
/ F1 T 1 r U v 2 T 3 T
(MeV) (fm) (fm) (fm) (MeV fm]) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)
40 135.2 1 .480 1 .144 4.318 326.8 11. 34 1 .801 1 .349 11 .4 1 .440 0.840Ca(a,a) 2.7
48 145. 3 1 .431 1.166 4.422 317.5 13.66 1 . 776 1 .172 9.42 1.414 0.834 3.7Ca(a,a)




40ca 234.0 1 .323 1 .512 4.458 283.0 41 .33 1 .666 1 .857 5.37 1. 770 0.796 4.6
(6Li ,6Li ) 185.0 1 .356 1 .612 4.627 242.9 47.47 1 .490 1 .962 4.86 1.837 0.861 5.3
132.1 1 .488 1 .507 4.722 219.9 70.95 1 .360 2.052 2.39 1.958 0.816 6.5
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3. ANTISYI4METRIZATION AND DENSITY DEPENDENCE EFFECTS IN
FOLDING MODEL POTENTIALS
a. Theoretical Procedure
There are numerous attempts of microscopic descriptions for
the interaction of composite particles with nuclei, and several
different procedures with increasing sophistication have been
worked out, in particular for a-particle scattering /4-8,26/.
Most calculations are carried out by folding into the target nucleus
density distribution PT an effective a-particle-bound-nucleon inter-
action Vp - NT
(Rp ) which is either taken from phenomenological analy-
ses of nucleon-a-particle scattering at low energy /27/ or itself
generated by folding a nucleon-nucleon interaction into the a-par-
ticle density distribution Pp /28/
( 3 . 1 )
( 3 • 2 )
The latter method is equivalent to a double folding procedure /6/
calculating the leading (simple direct) term of the real part of the
optical potential by
(S) (f:t -+ -+ -+ -+
UpT (r) = J d~pdZT pp(Zp)PT(ZT) t(rNN )
where the coordinates used are defined in fig. 3. The quantities
Pp and PT are matter point density distributions of the projectile
and the target nucleus, respectively, t(1NN ) is an effective nucleon-
nucleon interaction assumed to be density independent in simple cal-
culations. Eq. (3.2) neglects noncentral terms and isospin dependence
in the nucleon-nucleon potential.






Moreover exchange and antisyrnrnetrization effects due to the Pauli
principle are omitted. On the other hand, single folding procedures
using phenomenological projectile-nucleon potentials /27/
or phenomenologically adjusted effective interactions /28,29,30/,
sometimes supplemented by an energy-dependent pseudo-potential
accounting for exchange effects /10,31/, implicitely absorb a
great of the neglected effects. This may explain why actually
single folding models proved to be more successful in describing
experimental data when compared to the simple double folding
procedure of the type of eq. 3.2.
Alternatively to the folding over the target density
("target folding") by eq. 3.1 a single folding procedure
(" pro jectile folding") may start with an adeqaute nucleon-target
nucleus interaction VT- N ' then constructing the real part of
the projectile-target interaction by integrating over the
complex projectile density distribution /5,32/
(3 • 3)
In the present investigation we attempt to construct
more refined complex projectile-bound (target) nucleonVp _N
and nucleon-target nucleus VT- N interactions starting from
T
a realistic nucleon-nucleon forEe and including antisyrnrnetriza-
tion and density dependence of the interaction. We follow
the approach of Majka et al. /7/ worked out for a double folding
model of the alpha-target interaction. Considering the
complex projectile - target potential one has to note that
the influence of exchange and of the density dependence is included
merely in Vp- NT
and VT- Np ' respectively so that the two
procedures (eqs. 3.1 and 3.3) may differ in the results. It
seems to be interesting to compare both ways with each other
and to the simple direct potential (calculated with the density
independent part of the NN interaction) .
The projectile-bound-nucleonVp_N and nucleon-target






effects in the form
(3.4a)
+.1. I2 .l.=n,p
and in an analogous .form
(3. 4b)
The quantitiüs PMix are mixed densities originating from
the nonlocal exchange part of the potential, resulting from
antisymmetrization requirements. They are calculated by
a modification of the Slater approximation 1331 due to
Pandharipand8 134/. The effective nucleon-nucleon interaction
is introduced by the form
(3.5)
The singlet t SE and triplet t TE s-state effective interaction
are more explicitely expressed by
(3.6)
where V~K are the singlet and triplet state potentials given
by Kallio and Kolltveit/35 1 with Moszkowski-Scott separation
distances 1.025 fm and 0.925 fm, respectively. The values of
the parameters c. and a. are taken from ref.1 36 I. The wave
1 1
numbers k ix in the argument of the zero-order Bessel function
are taken at Sy = ~ (Ry + Zy) and are given for proton (p)
and neutron (n) by
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-+ {2m IE~M
-+ + v (8 )1}1/2k ~s ) = V (S) + <k. t > ( 3 .7)p Y h 2 y-px Y c Y lnx x
-+ {2m IE~M _ V (8 )}1/2 + <k. t>ys )
Y h
2 y-nx y ln x
x
(x=P(T), y=T(P))
The quantity <k. t > is theln ,x
average internal momentum of the nucleon x in the nucleus in
which it is immersed. Eqs. (3.4) have been resolved iteratively.
The resulting nucleon-target and projectile-target nucleon
potential are energy dependent via eqs. (3.7).
with E~~ and m standing for the center of mass energy and reduced
mass in nucleon-nucleus system, V for the Coulomb potential.
c
wave number corresponding to the
Noting again that any influence of a density dependence
of the nucleon-nucleon force is included only in the first
step calculating the projectile-bound target nucleon and
target-projectile nucleon interaction, respectively,and
taking t p for the density values of the non-interacting par-
ticles, the approach implies that a pronounced density com-
pression does not occur in the overlap region of the colliding
nuclei. The influence of this "adiabatic" approximation is
compared to a "sudden" approximation in sec . 4 including some
improvement in the treatment of the problem.
b. RESULTS FOR 104 MeV a-PARTICLE SCATTERING ON 40,48ca
In the actual calculations the matter point density distri-
bution of the a-particle is represented by a Gaussian form
with parameter values taken from ref. /37/. Presuming that
proton and matter distributions in 40ca are identical, a
three-parameter Fermi shape is used as extracted from measured
charged density distribution by unfolding the charge density
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distribution of a single proton /51/. From experimental
investigations using electromagnetic probes /38,39/ we know
that the proton distributions in 40Ca and 48ca nuclei are
very similar and do not differ :in the values of the rms radii
while the neutron distribution in 48ca is object of consi-
derable experimental and theoretical efforts /17/. In the
present calculations we start with the matter distribution
Pm of 48ca to be identical to the proton distribution Pp' and
it will turn out that the experimental data do require an
increased rms radius of the neutron distribution Pn in
48ca .
Fig. 4 displays the real part of the a-particle- 40ca
potential calculated by thedifferent procedures which
we like to compare. In tab. 2 the potentials are characterized
by the central depths UpT (r = 0)" the rms radii <r
2 >1/2 and
volume integral J N per nucleon. Though the microscopic poten-
tials cannot be represented adequately by a Saxon-Woods form,
values for a half-way radius and a 10-90 % distance t
10
- 90 are
given, too. It is obvious that the density dependence of the NN
interaction and exchange effects influence the shapes considerably.
Applying the microscopic potentials for the description
of the measured differential cross sections of elastic
scattering one has to add an imaginary part iW (see
eq. 2.2) in a phenomenological way as it is cornrnon praxis.
Moreover, a norrnalization factor A for the depth of the real
R
potential has to be introduced since it is obvious from compari-
son with the results from phenomenological analysis that the
microscopic calculations do not reproduce the experimentally
required values U(r) in the correct scale. The values of the
parameter AR and of the parameters describing the imaginary
part adjusted by an automatic search routine on the basis of
a X2/F criterion are given in tab. 3. The resulting theoretical
cross sections are presented by fig. 5. Additionally,in order
to notify and separate effects arising from density dependence
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Table 2. Parameters of the real part of the microscopic
a-particle- 40ca potentials.
Approach UpT(r=O) <r
2 >1/2 J N R1/ 2 t 10- 903(MeV) ( fm) (MeV fm ) (fm) ( fm)
S 203.3 4.084 346.9 3.352 3.980
P 237.6 4.015 400.4 3.327 4.089
T 186.2 4.246 393.9 3.726 4.093
T/E 178. 1 4.247 360.7 3.618 4. 148
S: Simple direct potential (eq. 3.2).
P: Antisymmetrization and density dependence effects are
included in the nucleon-projectile system (eq. 3.3 and 3.4 a).
T: AntisYmmetrization and density dependence effects are
included in the nucleon-target system (eq. 3.1 and 3.4 b).
E: AntisYmmetrization effects are neglected.
antisymmetrization term in eq. 3.4bhave been calculated and
are compared in their shapes and influences on the theoretical
cross sections. Obviously the exchange effect modifies the shape
of the potential in a minor way than the density dependence of
the NN interaction.
Tab. 4 and 5 compile the results of the microscopic analyses
of 48ca (a,a). Corresponding theoretical cross sections are
shown in fig. 6. Recently,it has been attempted to extract the
48neutron distribution p from the Ca (a,a) data /23/ by use
n
of a more or less phenomenological a-bound-nucleon interaction
V N' empirically adjusted in the case 40Ca (a,a)40Ca . It has
a- T
been found that the rms radius of the neutron distribution is
slightly larger than the value of the proton distribution, in
agreement with other results (see ref./23/) .Introducing this
neutron distribution into our calculations reproduces the experi-
mental cross sections clearly better than the assumption p =N/Zop .n p
Table 3. Optical model best fit parameters for 40ca (a,a)40ca scattering. Corresponding
theoretical differential cross sections are shown in fig. 5.
Real Potential AR W D2
·A;1/3 d
2
W D A- 1/ 3 d 3 x
2
/ F
+ v s 3 TApproach (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)
S 0.791 2.59 2.230 0.607 ·18.61 1.190 0.92~ 21.2
P 0.685 10.93 1.949 1 .083 11 .06 1 .151 0.728 12.6 I-
\Jl
T 0.791 11 .49 1.760 1.402 10.03 1.328 1.166 4.8
I
T/E 0.848 10.24 1 .993 1 • 141 10.76 1.242 0.838 6.4
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Fig. 5: Optical model fits to the 40Ca (a,a)40ca cross sections
using various approaches for the real folded potential,
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2 >1/2Approach J N R1/ 2 t 40- 90
(MeV) ( fm) (MeV fm 2 ) (fm) ( fm)
S 238.4 4.074 346.3 3.415 3.920
T 203.6 4.269 370.9 3.793 4.092
T/N++ 195.6 4.397 384.3 3.878 4.205
+ See explanations in table 2.
N++: Neutron density distribution p t p , taken from ref./23/.
n p
In fig. 7 the phenomenologically determined optical
potential (real part) for a-particle- 48ca scattering (tab.1)
is compared to the microscopic potentials of tab. 4 renorma-
lized by the corresponding AR-value of tab. 5. It is evident
that in the region which is probed by elastic scattering re-
fined a-particle scattering folding models are able to pre-
dict the potential shape.
Finally, in fig. 8 we compare the microscopically calcu-
lated a-particle-free-nucleon interaction Va _N /42/ which
we need for proceeding via eq. 3.1 with that whIch has been
phenomenologically extracted from 40ca (a,a)40ca scattering
assuming p = p in 40Ca /23/. The phenomenological derived
n p
interaction is parametrized by a modified Fermi form
V (1 + wr 2/R2 ) (1 + exp ((r-R )/a)-1,723 with V = 39.28 MeV,
o a a 0
R = 1.557 fm, a = 0.894 fm, w = 0.132. This interaction
a
absorbs implicitely some effects resulting from target nucleus and
therefore both interactions differ considerably.
Table 5. Optical model best fit parameters for 48ca (a,a)48Ca scattering.
Corresponding theoretical differential cross sections are shown in fig. 6.
Real Potential AR W D A-
1/ 3 d 2 Ws




-v 2 T 3 T
Approach (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)
S 1.044 4.80 2.143 0.747 35.72 1 .238 0.534 21 .3
T 0.772 5.24 2.080 0.811 18.77 1.229· 0.745 10.9
I
T/N++ -0.793 17.68 1.772 1 .358 12.68 1 .322 0.423 6.4 00I
+ See explanations in table 2.
N++:Neutron density distribution p i p , taken from ref. 23.. . n p
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Fig. 6 : Optical model fits
48 . 48
sectionsto the Ca(a,a) Ca cross
using various approaches for the real folded potential.
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Fig. 8 Microscopic a-particle-free-nucleon' interaction
Va-NT (renormalized by the factor AR = 0.685)
as compared to a phenomenologically interaction
empirically derived from 40ca (a,a)40ca at E = 104 MeV.
a
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c. Results for 6Li-40Ca-Scattering
-----------------------------------
Th ' . 6L · 40 .e m1CrOSCOp1C 1- Ca potent1al have been calculated
with a two-parameter Fermi shape of the density distribution
in 6Li deduced from ref. /43/. The lt fresu s 0 the various proce-
dures are given in tables 6 and 7. The corresponding theoretical


























+ See explanations in table 2.
cross sections calculated similarily to the a-particle scattering
case are displayed in fig. 9. In Fig. 10 again we compare the
phenomenologically determined optical potential for 6Li_40ca
scattering (tab. 1) with the microscopic potentials, renormalized
by the phenomenological parameter AR (tab. 7). The inset in
fig. 10 shows the shape of the microscopically calculated 6Li-
bound nucleon interaction VLi- N which can be fairly well para-
metrized by a modified Fermi fo~m (see sect. 3 b) /42/ with
V
o
= 36.6 MeV for (ELi = 156 MeV) RLi = 2.408 fm a = 0.908 fm
and w = - 0.039 and the exponent m = 1.351.
Table 7. Optical model best fit parameters for 40ca (6Li,6Li)40ca scattering.




















































+ See explanations in table 2.
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Fig. 9: Optical model fits to the 40ca(6Li,6Li)40ca cross sections


















Fig. 10 Shapes of the real part of the phenomenological
and microscopic potentials (projectile folding re-
normalized by AR from tab. 7) for 6Li _40ca scatte-
ring.
Inset: Shape of ARoVLi_N (AR = 0.505) .
T
4. IMPROVED TREATMENT OF THE DENSITY DEPENDENCE OF THE
NN-INTERACTION: SUDDEN AND INTERMEDIATE APPROXIMATION
In addition to the purely phenomenological handling of the
imaginary part of the optical potential the need of empirical
renormalization of the microscopically calculated potentials
(by factors AR < 1) is origin of considerable criticism of the
folding models, especially for heavy ion scattering /9/ and it
indicates unsufficient inderstanding pf important contributions.
-25-
Recently, a more refined NN interaction in the framework of a
double-folding model of heavy ion scattering has been proposed
which seemed to reproduce the real potentials at the strong absorption
radii correctly /40/. Although successful in several cases,
this form of interaction is actually not able to remove the discre-
pancies in a-particle and 6Li scattering /41/. In view of the
results in the preceding sections a more detailed discussion
of the density dependence may shed some light on the problem.
In fact, it has been pointed out that the failure of the single folding
model to predict the correct real HI potential is partially due
to omission of density dependence effects /44/.
For the ensuring studies we neglect the antisymmetrization
term in eg. 3 (justified by the results in tab. 3) and calculate
the optical potential by
(4 • 1 )
In a local density approximation the density P appearing in t p may
be given by
(4.2)
so that the inner integral of eg. 4.1 which for m=O (or the
"adiabatic" approximation used in sect. 3) is just the free-nucleon
target potential, is now dependent on the density Pp of the im-
bedded projectile nucleons. The factor m(O sm< 1) accounts for
the degree of the compressibility of the nuclear matter in the
overlap region of the colliding nuclei. Thus, the singlet and
triplet interaction is more explicitely written
(4.3)
In order to simplify the calculations we neglect r NN/2 in the argu-
mentsof Pp and PT and do use a more convenient parametrization of
the density dependence by
-26-
g, (p) = ß l' exp (- y , p) ~ <5 exp (E:. p)
1 1 1
(4 .4)
This parametrization* represents very weIl the form in
eq. 4.3 (see fig. 11) for density values P under consideration.
In order to get a feeling of the influence of the various
approximations we compare the calculated nucleon-target poten-
tials (the inner integral of eq. 4.1) resulting from following
procedures
a. neglecting the density dependence (g, (p) = 1)
1
b. including the density dependence in the exact form
of eq. 4.3
c. including the density dependence in the form of
. -+-
eq. 4.3, but neglecting r NN/2 in the argument of PT.
d. introducing the parametrization given by eq. 4.4 and
neglecting ~NN/2 in the argument of PT.
The results displayed in fig. 12 show that the depth of
the resulting potential is affected to few percent by the
approximation dropping ~NN/2 in the argument of PT.
The results of the calculations of the a-particle- 40ca
and 6Li-40ca potentials (eq. 4.3) using the approximations
discussed, chosing m=1 ("sudden" approximation) and fitting the
experimental cross sections (see sect. 3.6) are ~iven in
tab. 8. Por a-particle scattering the best fit requires a
normalization factor AR > 1 indicating some overestimation
of the saturation effects in the case of m=1, while the adjust-
ment of m=0.5 implies just AR = 1 for the best fit (see tab. 9).
On the other hand, for 6Li-scattering, even by the "sudden" approxima-
*The more familiar form (1_2p 2/ 3 ) /46/ can be represented by
eq. 4.4 with ß=1.2813, Y = 2.6966, <5 = 0.3742 and E: = 0.7394.
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9dp) =Ci (1- aj P2/3) -solid line
9j (p)= ßi e-YIP-6jeEjP -dots
1.
0.5
Qj (p) ßj Yj Öi Ei
[fm3) [fm3)
QSE 1.5235 0.3385 0.3988 -0.0891
QTE 2.0370 2.5588 0.5547 0.6045
O.
0.1 0.2 0.3 p [fm-3]
Po
9j (p)
Fig. 11 Different representations of the density dependence
of the NN interaction.
Tab. 8 Parameters of the real part
6L . 401- Ca potentials




J N R1/ 2AT t 10- 90
(MeV fm3 ) (fm) (fm)
40Ca (a,a)
SD 124.9 4.25 249.6 1 .04.7
IM 151 .4 4.22 298.0 1 .046

















a .... 55.09 38270
b- 47.54 4.0035
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40Fig. 12. Nucleon- Ca potentials microscopically calculated
for different approximations of the density
dependence of the NN interaction.
tion the normalization factor remains AR < 1 .
Fig. 13 displays the experimental and theoretical differen-
tial cross sections corresponding to the results presented in
tabs. 8 and 9.
5. FOLDED SPIN-ORBIT POTENTIAL FOR ELASTIC 6Li~SCATTERING
The phenomenological analyses of elastic scattering of
6Li from 40ca did not revealvery conclusive information on the
presence of a spin-orbit term. In order to get some indication
in which way such a term would affect the theoretical cross
sections when included to the microscopically calculated potentials
Table 9 Optical model best fit parameters for 40Ca (a,a)40ca and 40ca(6Li,6Li)40ca scattering.
Corresponding theoretical differential cross sections' are shown in fig. 13.
*SD - sudden approximation (m=1)
IM - intermediate approximation (m=O.5)
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1.10 Ca (6 L i , 6L i ) 1.10Ca
Elab = 156 MeV
o 20 1.10 60 80
8 c. H. s. [0 e 9 .J
100 120
Fig. 13. 40 40Analyses of Ca (a,a) Ca at E = 104 MeV anda
40ca(6Li,6Li)40Ca at E
Li
= 156 MeV on the basis of
a double folding model with density dependent
effective NN forces.
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we generate the 6Li-40Ca spin-orbit interaction v~~(r) by a
folding procedure. Following Amakawa and K.I. Kubo /22/ the
radial part of the spin-orbit potential is calculated in the
form
( 5. 1 )
+ 1 .where Zd represents the re atlve distance between the deuteron-
6 +.cluster and the a-particle in the Li projectile, x the dlstance
between the deuteron cluster and the target nucleus. Using the
derivative of Saxon-Woods form for the deuteron-target nucleus
spin-orbit potential




with Vo=7 MeV, RLS =1.25 A~3 fm and a~s=0.75 fm, and introducing
a Fermi form for Pd with Rd = 1.2 A~/ fm and a d = 0.65 fm, the
expression (5.1) has been evaluated. The parameters of the poten-
tial (5.2) are taken from experimental results of 52 MeV deuteron
scattering /47/. Fig. 14 displays the resulting folded spin-orbit
potential, which proves to be relatively weak in fai~ agreement
with the phenomenological result (derivative form). For comparison
the shape deduced as a derivative of the microscopically calculated
central potential (normalized at r=5 fm) is shown in Fig. 16.
The influence of the spin-orbit term on the differential cross
sections is very small. The asymmetry <i T11 > predicated for
scattering of vector polarized 6Li particles (p=1/13) is shown
in fig. 15. At this storage of the analyses we cannot finally test












Fig. 14: 6Li-4üca spin-orbit potentials: Folding procedure
- solid line, derivative of the central real part of the
folded ~otential normalized at r=5 fm - dashed line,
phenomenological best fit - doted line.
1.00












5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. SCM Ideg.l
Fig. 15: Asymmetry <iT 11 > predicted for scattering of vector
polarized 6Li ions: folded spin-orbit potential - solid
line, phenomenological best fit - dashed line.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present state a fully satisfactory theoretical treate-
ment of all contributions to the real part of the microscopic
composite particle-target nucleus potential is not in our reach.
Our investigations are based on simple and refined double folding
procedures in calculating the real part of the complex-projectile
target nucleus potentials for 104 MeV alpha-particle and 156 MeV
6Li elastic scattering from 40,48ca . The experimental background
of our studies is characterized by accurate and precise determi-
nations of the angular distributions which prove to be a necessary
prerequisite of any reasonable conclusions on finer effects from
comparison of theory and experiment.
In sect. 2 we obtained excellent fits to the experimental
data using a modified phenomenological form of the optical potential.
In contrast to the alpha-particle scattering where unambiguous
potentials could be determined, for 6Li -40ca scattering several
equivalent potentials have been found. In agreement with a simple
estimation (eq. 2.3) the microscopic calculations favour the
family with UR(r=O) ~ 180 MeV.
Concerning the aspect of nuclear size purely phenomenological
analysis only provides information on the optical potentials.
However, one may assume that the difference between the mean-square
(ms) radii of the potentials for a_ 48ca and a_ 40ca scattering is
equal to the difference between the ms radii of the nuclear matter
density distributions. From table 1 we obtain <r 2> (48ca )
2 40 2 . v 1/2 40- <r > ( Ca) = 0.91 fm , and adoptlng the value /38/ <r> (Ca)
v . 2 1/2 48 1/2 40 . m
= 3.37 fm we flnd <r > (Ca) - <r> (Ca) = 0.13 fm lnm m
agreement with other studies /23/.
Following the theoretical procedures described in the first part of
sect. 3 we studied and detect the validity of the real part of the
simple direct projectile and target folding potentials for alpha-
particle and 6Li "ions scattering. The procedures include the one-
nucleon exchange and the density dependence of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction in the nucleon-nucleus system. The main results of these
studies may be summarized by following statements:
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a) Experimental 104 MeV a-particle and 156 MeV 6Li-ion scattering
cross sections can satisfactoryly be described up to large
scattering angles by folding models only if one includes density
dependence and exchangeeffects of the NN-interaction in the
nucleon-target system. The quality of the fits obtained is
nearly the same as by use of phenomenological optical potentials.
b) One nucleon exchange effects are of minor importance as compared
to density dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
Since for the procedures used in sect. 3 normalization factors of
the real potential< 1 proved to be necessary, in sect. 4 we
additionally refined the folding procedures by taking into account
the dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction on the density
of both colliding nuclei. These investigations yielded the two
following results.
c) Fully satisfactory description of elastic a-particle scattering
cross sections including large angle data is obtained without
any futher renormalization of the real part of the potential.
d) For 6Li-scattering good representation of the experimental data
can only be obtained by requiring a normalization factor of the
microscopic optical potential smaller than 1.
The general difference between the results for a-particle and
6Li-scattering [c) and d)J may partly be due to the fact, that the
a-particle is strongly bound in contrast to the 6Li-ion, where
the coupling of the dominant break-up channel may influence the
elastic scattering channel significantly. In fact, this result
supports the conclusions /41/ that 6Li behaves in a way somewhat
different than the lighter projectiles.
In order to remove some uncertainty resulting from the chosen
nucleon-nucleon interaction we applied the I'new realistic " nucleon-
nucleon interaction /40,48/ which reproduces within the framework
of the folding model ion-ion potentials for 12C and 160 scattering
satisfactorily /40,49/. As already presented in ref. /50/, this
interaction fails in our cases.
Looking, once more, to the question of extracting nuclear size
information by folding model analyses of elastic a-scattering, we
like to conclude as folIows:
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e) The uncertainties of treating the effective interaction in early
folding models have been removed to an important part, so that
now influences of the nuclear matter densities chosen clearly
come up. In fact, introducing the neutron density distribution
Pn +N/Z Pp for 48ca significantly better fits to the experi-
mental data have been obtained.
This is a decisive argument to use the folding approach in this
way to extract nuclear size information particularly neutron
density radii from elastic a-particle scattering cross sections.
Finally, some preliminary calculations where phenomenological
and semi-mircoscopic spin-orbit potentials were included indicate
that for 156 MeV 6Li ion scattering spin-orbit effects are very
small.
Concluding, we would like to underline that folded potentials
with density dependence effects included are appropriate for
description of light complex ion scattering.
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CaExperimental cross sections of 156 MeV on
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